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ABSTRACT 
Coupled Lyapunov and Riccati equations of the form 
q 
P = E AjPA~ + ac  T 
j=0 
(t 
0 = (So - KCo)O(S , , -  ~C0)~ + E AjVA~+ Ca r 
j=l  
+ K + DD T K r 
n 
arise in the estimation problem of stochastic systems corrupted by additive and 
multip|icative noise. The matrices P and Q are the steady-state and estimation error 
covariances. In this paper trace and eigenvalue bounds for P and Q are established. 
*This work was partially supported by a grant by the Minist~ of Education, Athens, Greece. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1-7] a number of bounds have been derived concerning the eigenval- 
ues, traces, and determinants of the matrix solutions to the discrete algebraic 
Lyapunov and Riccati equations. These bounds are useful for initializing 
numerical algorithms, and also provide preliminary estimates of the steady- 
state and estimation errors for linear systems modeled by difference qua- 
tions with additive noise. 
In this paper we consider discrete-time stochastic systems which can be 
modeled with difference quations with randomly varying parameters, known 
as multiplicative systems. The problem of state estimation has been examined 
in [8-10]. In contrast o systems with additive noise, the state covariance 
equation is not of the Lyapunov type, and the state and error covariances are 
coupled in the Riccati equation. 
Trace bounds for continuous-time multiplicative systems represented by 
differential equations have been derived in [11]. These bounds are useful in 
practice, because they express the range of errors in designing systems with 
parameter uncertainties. Here we provide bounds for discrete-time systems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider a system described by the time-invariant model 
q 
x(k + 1) = E A x(k)E(k) + (2.1) 
j=o 
y(k) -~- ~ Cmx(k)Cm(k ) q- DE(k), k ~-- 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (2 .2 )  
m=0 
where x(k )  and y(k )  ~ R n are the state and measurement vectors respec- 
tively; A 0 and C O represent the nominal system matrices, and 130(k) = ff0(k) 
= 1; ~j(k)  and ~',n(k) ~ R for j, k >t 1, w(k) ,  and ~(k) ~ R" are zero-mean 
Gaussian processes which are independent of each other and x(0); Aj, C m 
R nx" represent the ranges of variations of the nominal matrices; and G and 
D ~ R nxn are constants. 
Without loss of generality we assume that all noise processes have unit 
variances. The optimal estimator for (2.1), (2.2) is given [10] by 
; (k  + 1) = A0~(k ) + K[y (k )  - C0~(k) l ,  
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where K is the filter gain. The steady-state solution to the filtering problem is 
K = AoQCg(CoQC ~ + 
-1  
C m PCrm + DD r (2.3) 
m = 1 
q 
Q = (Ao-  KCo)Q(Ao-KCo)  T+ EA jPAy+ GG r 
j=  1 
+ K C,,P m + DDr (2.4) 
rn= 1 
q 
P = E AjPAy. + GGT; (2.5) 
j=0 
A 0 and A o - KC o are asymptotically stable matrices, that is, their eigenval- 
ues lie inside the unit disk; P, Q ~ R "x" are the state and error covariances, 
both symmetric and positive definite (> 0); GG r and DD r are positive 
definite matrices. If X is an n x n real symmetric or positive semidefinite 
matrix, its eigenvalues are real; then A~(X) denotes its ith eigenvalue, with 
AI(X) > A2(X) > ... > A,,(X). We need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 [12]. Let X, Y ~ B "×", and X, Y > O. Then 
i=1  i= l  
(2.6) 
LEMMA 2 [13, 12]. Let X, Y E R nxn with Y symmetric. Then 
n 
E A,, ~+I(X + XT)A i (Y )  <~2trXY 
= tr(XY + YX r) a,(x + 
i=1  
I f  in addition Y >~ O, by virtue of the identities A~(XY) = A~(YX) one gets 
A,,(XrX) tr Y ~< tr(XYX r) -K< AI(XrX) tr Y. (2.7) 
The next lemma summarizes a number of results reported in [13, 14] fbr 
the extremal eigenvalues of the sum and product of two matrices. 
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LEMMA 3. Let X, Y be symmetric n x n matrices. Then 
AI( X + Y ) ~< AI(X) + AI(Y ), (2.8a) 
A,(X + Y) >1 An(X) + An(Y). (2.8b) 
If X, Y > O, then 
An(X)A,(Y ) <~ A,(XY) < AI(X)A,(Y ), i = 1 . . . . .  n. (2.8c) 
The solution to the Riccati equation (RE) is bounded as follows. 
LEMMA 4 [3]. Let Q = QT > 0 satisfy the RE 
p = AopAro - AopXr(I + XQXr)-IXQAro + Y, (2.9) 
where X >1 0 and Y > 0 are symmetric matrices, and I is the identity matrix 
of appropriate dimension. Then the following inequality is satisfied: 
trp>~ A,(AToAo)trQ[1 + AI(xTX)trQ]-I + trY, (2.10a) 
which leads to the lower bound 
M 1 + [M~ + 4Zx(xTX)trY]  1/e 
t rp  >~ 2AI(XTX) , (2.10b) 
and 
M 1 =A.(ATA o) + A,(XT"X)trY- 1. 
LEMMA 5 [7]. The inequalities 
A.(Q)A~(AoATo)A.(Q)[1 + AI(XTX)An(Q)] -1 + An(Y) 
(2.10c) 
(from [31) 
(2.11a) 
trQ >/tr ATAo A.(Q)[1 + AI(XTX)An(Q)] -~ + trY (2.11b) 
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imply 
._A(Q) = 
2A,,(Y) 
M, 2 + [M~ + 4AI(xTx)An(Y)] 1/'2 <~ A,,(Q), 
(2.11,..) 
where 
__h(Q) tr A~ A 0 
tr Q >i tr Y + , (2.11d) 
1 + A(Q)A,(~CX) 
M 2 = 1 - A I (XrX)An(Y)  - A,,(Aoa~o). (2.11~) 
LEMMA 6 [51. The solution Q of the RE (2.9) satisfies the following 
inequalities: 
t rQ ~< trY + AI(ATAo) ~ A~(Q)[1 + A~(Q)A,,(xTx)] - l ,  (2.12a) 
i=1  
A,(Q) <~ hl(Y ) + AI(AT Ao)AI(Q)[1 + AI(Q)A,,(xTx)]  -1 
A, (Y IA, (Q)  <~ At(Y ) trQ, 
i=1  
which lead to the upper bound 
and 
t rQ ~< 
N + [N z + 4hn(xWx) ( t rY ) /n ]  1/2 
2A,,(X~S)/ .  
N = AI(ATAo) + A~(xTx)A I (Y )  - 1. 
By virtue of the matrix identity 
( A - '  + BCD) -1 = A - AB(C -1 + DAB) - IDA,  
Equation (2.9) can be written as 
Q + Ao(p-'  + x~×) -1A~o + Y. 
(2.12b) 
(2.12~) 
(2A2d) 
(2.12e) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Finally note that for an n × n symmetric matrix C the set of singular 
values {[) t l (C2)]  1/2 . . . .  [An(C2)] 1/2} and the set {IX~(C)l,...,l~.(C)l} are 
equal. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
First we obtain bounds on P. 
THEOREM 1. A lower bound for  tr P is given by 
tr P >~ = l , (P )  (3.1) 
i f  the denominator 
is positive. 
~l=n - ~t rA~ 
j=o 
Proof. Let Hj = P-1/2AjPA~P-1/2 ,  j = 0 . . . .  ,q ,  and H = 
P-1 /2GGrP-1 /2  be symmetric, positive semidefinite n × n matrices. Then 
(2.5) can be written as 
GG r = p1/2( I - j~=oHJ ) P 1/2 
= P1/2HPW2. (3.2) 
From the above and the fact that tr XX r >~ tr X 2 for every square matrix X 
[since (X - X r ) (X  - -  xT)  T ~ 0], one gets 
q 
t rH=n-  ~t rH j  
j=o 
q 
= n - ~ tr P-1/2AjPW2P1/2AyP -1/2 
j=0  
q 
<~ n -- ~ tr p-1/~_A~P 1/2 = e I , 
j=O 
(3.3a) 
(3.3b) 
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where the identities hi(P-l/2A~Pl/2) = ,li(A~) were used in the last equa- 
. . . .  J T 
tion. By the definmon of H we have )ti(GG ) = ,l i(HP), i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
which by substitution into (2.6) yield 
where the last inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequali~. If 
e 1 > 0, then (3.4) and (3.3b) give rise to (3.1). [] 
REMARK 3.1. From the inequalities [15] 
tr p-1AjPA~ >1, ~ [,hi( Aj)l 2, 
i=1  
j=0  . . . . .  q, 
and (3.3a) we obtain tr H -K< e2 and a new bound 
[ r#=, ,U(ccT) ]  2 
t rP  > = 12(P ), (3.5) 
&?2 
where ~2 = n - EY=0[}E~=IIAi(Aj)[ 2] > 0. For q = 0, the system has onlv 
additive noise ad 12(P) becomes the bound derived in [4]. When A 0 is not ~t 
symmetric matrix and Aj, j > 0, are symmetric matrices, then El'= l[)ti(Aj)[ ~ 
= Y','~=IAi(AyAj). In this case e2 ~< El and the bound 12(P) is tighter than 
ll(P). However, the condition e2 > 0 is more restrictive than el > 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let  
Then 
t rP  > - -  
t rP  ~< - -  
q 
= 1 - E * , , (4a , ) ,  
j=o 
q 
1 - E * , (4%) .  
j=0 
tr GG r 
~3 
tr GG T 
g'4 
13(e) V 
= . (e )  
~3>0,  
e4 > O. 
(3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
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Proof, It follows directly by taking traces in Equation (2.5) and applying 
(2.7). • 
REMARK 3.2. Setting q = 0 in (3.6a), we obtain the bound derived in [3] 
for systems with additive noise. Provided that the conditions of Theorems 1 
and 2 hold, it is not possible to compare the bounds lm(P), m = 1, 2, 3. To 
compute these bounds one has to find a number of eigenvalues. The 
computations can be simplified by observing that (3.2) and (2.7) imply 
trGG T =trPH <~ Al (H) t rP~<trHt rP ,  
since P and H are positive semidefinite and symmetric matrices. Combining 
(3.3b) with the above, we obtain a new bound 
tr GG T 
l , (e )  = ~ (3.7) 
61 
E" A~/2(GGr)] 2, which implies However, by inspection we have tr GG v ~ [ ~= 1 
ll(P) >~ /4(P). 
THEOREM 3. 
follows: 
where 
and 
Provided that 64 > O, the eigenvalues of P are bounded as 
_A(P) ~ , , (P)  .< ~(e) ,  (3.Sa) 
*.(GG ~) 
A(P) (3.8b) 
~3 
q 
hi(P) ~< E AI(AyAj)AI(P)  + AI(GGT), 
j=o 
which by virtue of (2.8c) gives 
q 
/~1(P) ~< E *I(AjPA;)  q- *I(GGT) , 
j=o 
Proof. From Equation (2.5) and the inequality (2.8a) we have 
*l(CC ~) 
~(P) (3.Sc) 
6 4 
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and the bound (3.8c) follows directly. Similarly, from Equation (2.5) and the 
inequality (2.8b) we obtain 
q 
An(e) E a°(ajPay)+ A.(CCT), 
j=0  
and using (2.8c) we derive the bound __A(P) of (3.8b). 
In the sequel we use the notation l(P) for the lower bound of tr P. Next 
we consider the error covariance Q. First we convert Equation (2.4) into the 
form of (2.14). Inserting the expression (2.3) into (2.4) yields the RE 
q 
Q =AoQATo+ ~.,AjPA~. + GG r 
j= l  
- AoQC ~(CoQC~ + 
-1  
CmPC, r + DD r CoQAro . (3.9) 
In view of the matrix identity (2.13) the above becomes 
Q Ao(Q-1 + xTx)  -1 7" = A o - y ,  (3.10) 
~r 7" where X=(  ,~=1CmPC m+ DD T) 1/2Co, and Y= EY=IAjPAy +GG r. 
This equation is in the form of (2.14). Therefore, we could obtain lower and 
upper bounds of tr Q using (2.10)-(2.12); yet this requires knowledge of P. 
To get around this, we shall use appropriate bounds for the quantities N, M 1, 
M 2, AI(XrX), A,(xTx), tr Y, and A(Q). We derive bounds on tr Y, where 
q 
Y = E ajpa  + co .  
j= l  
By taking traces on both sides of the above, using the inequality (2.7) and the 
bounds on tr P yields 
q 
l (Y)  = tr(GG T) + l( P) E An( A~'Aj) 
j= l  
q 
~< trY ~ tr(GG T) + u(P) E AI(A~Aj) = u(Y) .  (3.12) 
j= l  
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Bounds on the eigenvalues of X TX are obtained as follows. 
A,( xTx)  = X 1 C T pCTm + DD r 1 Cm CO 
<~ l(CoC:)t~.l((m~=lCmPCTm -DDT)-1) 
*,(CoC:) 
t DD T ) l~n(E .... 1Cm PC,,, + 
] /~l(CoCo T) l~n(pCTmC,n) + An(DD T) 
1 
< /~l(Co CT) .._~(P) l~n(CTCm) + A,(DD T) 
m=l 
= - , (x~'x ) ,  
(3.13a) 
where (2.8c), (2.8b), and again (2.8c) were applied to obtain the last three 
inequalities. Working analogously, one can derive the dual inequality 
*n( XTX) ~ *n(CoCT)[--~( P) 
-1 
AI(CTCm) + AI( DD T) = _A( xTx). 
m=l  
(3.13b) 
Finally we need some bounds on the eigenvalues of Y. From (3.11), using 
the inequality (2.8a), we have 
q 
*,(Y) < x,(c~G) + E *,(Ajea~). 
j=l  
q 
<~ A,(GTG) + E A,(PA~Aj), (3.14) 
j=l 
and, employing the second inequality (2.8c), and (3.8c), 
q 
,~(Y) < ,,(c~c) + ~( e) E A,( A~Aj) = ~(Y). (3.150 
j=l 
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Working analogously, we obtain the bound 
q 
An(Y ) >/ An(GVG) + __A(P) E A,,(A~A)) = A(Y). (3.15b) 
j= l  
We now proceed with the main results. 
THEOREM 4. Let the positive definite matrix Q satisfy the RE (3.10). 
Then 
M' 1 + [M~ 2 + 4-X(XrX) l (y)]  1/2 
trQ/> 2-(  XTX) = Ll( Q) , (3.16a) 
where 
M' 1 = An(A~Ao) +-A(XrX)I(Y) - 1. (3.i6b) 
Proof. In (2.10a) replace }kl(XTX) with the upper bound A(XrX), and 
tr Y with the lower bound l(Y ). Then (3.16) is obtained by simply following 
the steps of [3] for deriving (2.lOb) and (2.10c). • 
THEOREM 5. Let the positive definite matrix Q satisfy the RE (3.10). 
Then 
__X( Q) tr AVoAo 
t rp  >~ l(Y) + = L2(Q), (3.17a) 
1 + _x(p)~(xTx) 
where 
2__,(r) 
_A'(Q) = M'2 + [~M2 + 4._(xTx)~(y),I/2] ~< An(Q), (3.17b) 
M~ = 1 - -A (XrX)A(Y)  - A,(AoA~). (3.17c) 
Proof. The inequalities (2.11a)-(2.11b) remain valid if we replace 
)q(XrX) with its upper bound, and tr Y, An(Y) with their lower bounds. The 
result follows directly. 
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THEOREM 6. Let the positive definite matrix Q satisfy the RE (3.10). 
Then 
N' + [N '2 + 4A_(xTx)-A(Y)] 1/~ 
)t,(Q) ~< 2._h(XrX ) = ~' (Q) ,  (3.18a) 
N' + IN '2 + 4A_(xTX)u(Y) /n]  1/2 
tr Q ~< 2_A(xTX)/n = U(Q), (3.18b) 
where 
N' = AI(ATAo) + _A(XvX)-A(Y) -- 1. (3.1Sc) 
Proof. The inequalites (2.12a)-(2.12c) remain valid if we replace tr Y 
with u(Y), ~n(XTX) with _MxTx), and AI(Y) with ](Y). Then (2.12b) 
yields (3.18a) (see also [2]). The bound (3.18b) is obtained by following the 
same lines as in [5]. • 
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